Plate I

1. Vertical right end on the base of the numeral 2. Cut from the bottom of the zero. Colored spot above the end of the roof. Ray to the left of the third tower’s left turret.
2. Colored spot between the roof and the fifth tower. Oval thins at the top. Right frame thicker in the upper half.
3. Oval damaged under the SL. Pointed upper right corner. Colored spot on the left frame opposite the fourth spiral and on the right frame opposite the eighth spiral.
4. Gap in the upper frame over the fifth spiral. White spot in the eighth spiral. Longer left leg on the M in MUCHA.
5. Damaged upper right corner. Notch in the right side of the numeral 2’s loop. Colored spot on the right side of the zero and over the end of the roof.
6. Pointed upper right corner. Colored spot near the fourth tower’s middle right. Colored spot to the right of the fifth tower’s spire.
7. Colored line over the right half of the upper frame. Gap in the left wavy line opposite the first hacek.
8. Broken line over the upper frame. Pointed upper right corner. Two rays to the left of the third tower’s left turret. Colored spot over the roof.
9. Slice from MUCHA. Two rays to the left of the third tower’s left turret. Colored mark in the upper margin over the T.
10. Two rays to the left of the third tower’s left turret. Bottom of the right frame nicked. Notch in the upper frame over the sixth spiral. Colored mark in the upper margin over PO.
11. Colored spot over the fourth tower. Colored bump on the bottom of the zero. Damaged seventh spiral. Gap in the oval to the lower right of the zero.
12. Colored bump on the upper left of the numeral 2. Notch in the right frame under the white frame over the dove.
13. Colored spot over the upper right corner. Colored spot on the right frame opposite the third hacek. Mark on the Á.
14. Doubled upper left corner. Colored mark (sometimes a spot) over the upper right corner. Gap in the tenth spiral.
15. Colored mark under the lower left corner. Thick upper right corner. Colored spot by the upper left corner.
16. Left frame thickens over the lower corner. Short left leg on the M in MUCHA.
17. The bottom of the upper part of the inner white frame line passes next to the lower wrap. The bottom of the ninth spiral touches the tenth spiral.
18. The tip of the fifth tower resembles the drawing of a numeral 1. Pointed lower left corner. Gap in the upper frame over the P.
19. Notch in the right frame under the upper corner. Rough right frame over the ninth spiral. Colored spots run from the tip of the fifth tower downward to the right.
20. Three rays to the left of the third tower’s left turret. Slice from the right frame over the lower corner. Notch from the lower right of the zero’s bottom.
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21. Breaks in the middle of the left frame. Notch in the lower frame over the U in MUCHA.
22. White spot between the upper parts of the fourth and fifth spirals. Colored spot under the front side of the numeral 1. Two colored spots between the second and third towers.
23. Slice from the left frame under the upper corner. Bump on the oval under the zero.
24. White bump on the bottom loop of the S and O in SLO. Thick upper left corner. Pointed upper right corner.
25. Colored bump on the left frame opposite the first spiral. Damaged fifth spiral.
26. Colored bump on the upper frame near the left corner. Slice from the left side of the bottom of the numeral 1. White spot under the Č’s hacek.
27. White mark on the right dove.
28. Slice from the right frame over the fourth hacek. Bottom of the oval thickens between the numerals 1 and 2.
29. Colored spot on the top of the numeral 2’s base and on the bottom of the zero. Notch in the lower right side of the N’s left leg.
30. Damaged right leg on the M in MUCHA. Thicker upper right corner. Oval thins under the zero.
31. Gap in the upper frame over the fifth spiral. Notch in the upper frame over the O. Left frame thickens over the lower corner.
32. White spot below the P’s loop. The lower front of the numeral 1 touches the oval.
33. Chip in the bottom of the numeral 1’s foot. White spot on the upper end of the lower part of the innermost right frame line.
34. Underlined M in MUCHA.
35. Left frame damaged under the upper corner. White mark under the V in VEN. White mark in front of the P.
36. White splotch on the white lower frame line to the left of the ninth spiral. Colored bump on the left frame over the lower corner. Colored gap in the upper left of the first hacek.
37. White bump, with a white spot next to it, on the P’s loop pointed at the O.
38. Bumpy right frame between the third and fourth haceks. Small colored spot in the right margin opposite the seventh spiral.
39. Pointed lower left corner. Slice from the HA in MUCHA. Top of the numeral 1 touches the oval.
40. Colored spot to the left of the fifth tower’s tip. Thin projection from the lower right corner.
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41. Notch in the upper frame over the T. Numeral 1 touches the top of the oval.
42. Hacek under the M in MUCHA. Gap in the left frame under the second hacek.
43. Colored mark over the fifth tower. Colored spots on the lower frame under the oval. Rough right side on the upper frame. Two notches in the oval over the numeral 2.
44. Notch in the right frame over the third hacek. Pointed lower left corner (sometimes a bump). Numeral 1 touches the bottom of the oval.
45. Damages CH in MUCHA. Colored spot under the numeral 1 connects it to the oval.
46. Pointed lower left corner. Colored bump on the frame under the upper left corner.
47. Slice from the left frame under the first spiral. Three colored dots (sometimes missing) at the tip of the fifth tower’s spire. Colored spot on the oval under the numeral 2.
48. Colored spot on the lower left corner. Colored spot near (sometimes touching) the upper right corner.
49. Colored spot to the right of the second tower’s base. Colored spot over the fifth tower. Colored spot on the lower frame under the numeral 1.
50. Thick ray to the left of the third tower’s left turret. Thicker right frame opposite the fourth hacek. Bumpy lower frame near the right corner.
51. White spot on the left side of the L. Horizontal line of colored spots to the left of the second tower’s tip. Colored bump on the bottom of the zero. Colored spot on top of the numeral 1 (sometimes connecting it to the oval).
52. Colored splotch in the right margin over the lower corner. White spot on the upper frame over the P. White bump on the inner side of the top of the Č.
53. Colored spot on the left frame opposite the first spiral, another between the third and fourth spirals. White bump on the inside of the upper loop of the S in SLO and another on the left leg of the V.
54. Slanted cut from the upper frame near the left corner. Colored bump on the oval under the zero.
55. White mark running toward the upper frame on the O in PO. Gap in the left wavy line opposite the second hacek and another in the right wavy line opposite the third hacek.
56. Notch in the numeral 1's base. Bump on the oval in front of the bottom of the numeral 1. Pointed lower right corner.
57. Colored bump on the right frame opposite the dove. Numeral one touches the bottom of the oval. Pointed lower right corner.
58. Colored bump on the left frame over the lower corner (not a flaw) and on the oval under the numeral 1. Pointed upper right corner. Notch in the oval under the zero.
59. Slanted colored line crosses the lower frame to the right of the value tablet. Numeral 1 touches the bottom of the oval.
60. Pointed lower right corner. Colored bump on the right frame opposite the tenth spiral. White spot on the top of the connection between the fourth and fifth spirals.
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61. Bent left frame opposite the third spiral. Notch from the right side of the zero.
62. White spot on the hyphen between SKO-SLO and to the lower right of the N. Pointed upper right corner.
63. Notch in the left frame over the lower corner. Colored mark on the right frame opposite the seventh spiral. Short left leg on the M in MUCHA.
64. Bumpy upper left corner. Notch in the oval under the O in SLO. Notch in the right side of the numeral 1. Notch in the top of the numeral 2's loop.
65. Colored bump on the left frame between the third and fourth spirals. White mark joins the bottom of the L to the white frame line. Slice from the zero’s upper right.
66. Spike from the tip of the numeral 1’s base touches the oval. White bump on the right side of the O in SKO.
67. Short left leg on the M in MUCHA. Horizontal line of colored spots between the second and third towers. White spot over the white frame line above the L.
68. Chip in the left frame over the lower corner. Thicker bottom on the bottom of the upper right innermost white frame line.
69. Numeral 1 touches the bottom of the oval. Chip from the lower right of the zero.
70. Two notches from the left frame opposite the dove. Colored spot over the roof. White spot between the O and Š.
71. UC in MUCHA damaged. Damaged innermost white frame line opposite the second hacek. Growth on the lower right corner. O in SKO malformed on the inside.
72. White splotch in the O in PO. Right leg of the M in MUCHA bent under the U. White spot to the lower left of the O in PO.
73. A white line connects the tops of the E and N.
74. Damaged upper left corner. Colored bump on the upper frame over the Š. Horizontal white line inside the colored area within the left coil.
75. White spot on the upper frame between the fourth and fifth spirals. White spot within the P. White spot in the lower frame over the A in MUCHA and under the right leg of the left dove.
76. Damaged CH in MUCHA. Bottom of the numeral 1 touches the oval.
77. Pointed lower right corner. Connection between the first and second haceks broken.
78. Numeral 1 touches the bottom of the oval. White spot on the connection between the fourth and fifth spirals. Distinctive rays.
79. Colored bump on the right frame over the ninth spiral. White spot on the inner left side of the O in SLO.
80. Two notches in the left frame opposite the dove. Slice from the lower right of the U in MUCHA. Oval damaged under the SL.
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81. Colored spot in the lower margin under the right dove. White spot on the fourth spiral. White spot to the lower left of the right dove on the white frame.
82. Three colored spots slanting upward from the fourth tower. Colored spot on the left frame under the first spiral and another under the lower left corner (not a flaw).
83. Slice from the upper frame near the left corner. White spot between the L and O and another on the lower right of the O in SLO. The top and bottom of the numeral 1 touch the oval.
84. Short left leg on the M in MUCHA. White spot in the first spiral. Thicker lower part on fifth spiral. The bottom of the S in NSK touches the white frame line.
85. Thicker white frame line under ČESKO. The bottoms of the Č and S in ČES touch the white frame line. Colored bump on the oval under the zero.
86. Rounded upper right and left corners. Bottom of the numeral 1 touches the oval.
87. Sawtooth damage on the lower frame under the first heart. Colored bump on the lower frame under the numeral 2.
88. Curved MUCHA. Round upper right corner. Bottom of the numeral 1 touches the oval.
89. Notch in the lower frame after MUCHA. Colored spot under the C in MUCHA. Longer right leg on the M in MUCHA.
90. White mark on the upper left of the Č points toward the white frame line. Rough right frame.
91. Underlined U in MUCHA. White spot connects the top of the Č to the white frame line. Bottom of the numeral 1 touches the oval.
92. The bottom of the S in SLO touches the white frame line. Pointed lower left corner. Longer left leg on the M in MUCHA.
93. White spot over the connection between the fourth and fifth spirals. Colored spot on the left frame opposite the second spiral. Extended left leg on the H in MUCHA.
94. Chipped right frame opposite the eighth spiral. Colored mark alongside the right frame over the lower corner. The top S in ČES touches the white frame line.
95. Line from the lower left corner. Thicker inner tip on the fourth spiral. Thicker connection between the fourth and fifth spirals.
96. White spot between the Š and T. Gap in the oval under the numeral 2. Enlarged left connection between the haceks.
97. White spot on the lower end of the P’s loop, another on the top of the P. Two spots slant away below the lower left corner.
98. Longer left leg on the M in MUCHA. Colored spot under the lower left corner. Rounded upper and lower left corners.
99. Colored spot under the lower left corner. Longer left leg on the M in MUCHA. Colored spot on the zero’s bottom.
100. Colored splotch on the lower left corner. Left frame thinner near the left corner. White mark on the bottom of the E in ČE. Colored mark under the M’s left leg in MUCHA.